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YOUR OPTIONS:
Eaz-Lift trEkkEr OffErs PrOvEn sway COntrOL
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ighting the sway of a trailer as a driver travels down the
road is a problem as old as trailers themselves. TraditionEaz-Lift
al sway-mitigating hitches and
devicestrEkkEr
offer someOffErs
help, PrOvEn sway COntrOL
but they can compromise a tow vehicle’s handling and
lead to serious road hazards.
Quality
Built into
there-eaz-lift trekker
The Eaz-Lift Trekker Weight
Distributing
Hitch,
The N.C.-based
Eaz-Lift Trekker
features resilient, rolled-spring
cently introduced by Greensboro,
Camco
steel
bars
for
a
smoother
Manufacturing Inc., uses Adaptive Sway Technology ride
to while maintaining structural
long-termresisweight carrying. Hard-steel plates
better control sway within theintegrity
hitch byfor
minimizing
pivotstraight-line
points and driving.
polymer hook-up pads help prevent
tive forces affecting the trailerat
during
offorces
the system
“As the trailer tries to sway,degradation
the resistant
to pre-and they lessen noise.
Trekker amount
is torqued to specification at the facvent the sway are increased onlyEaz-Lift
to the required
tory,
and
preset
hookup
brackets,
with several holes to
to stop the sway from occurring,” says Andrew Angel,
various
trailer-frame widths, ensure spring
Senior New Product Engineeraccommodate
at Camco. “This
rotationbars
level with
the directrailer frame. It’s the perfect combial resistance occurs over about
10are
degrees
in each
of premium
tion, which is a range that, innation
our research,
we’veweight
founddistribution and sway control
in an
easy-to-install
to be greater than typical sway
situations.
A veryhitch.
severe
“It’s
as
easy
to
set
up
as
anything
on
the market,” Doyle
sway situation is usually less than 10 degrees of rotation
says. ball.”
“And the Trekker handles better than anything else
of the trailer relative to the hitch
onEaz-Lift
the market.”
The adaptive nature of the
Trekker’s design
Eaz-Lift
spent
nearly
18 months developing the Trekresults from a linear increase in resistive
forces
as the
trailer
ker, devoting
significant
time and resources to make sure
rotates about the hitch ball, according
to Angel
and Tomthe product
would
my Doyle, key account manager
for Eaz-Lift.
Themeet
linearthe company’s stringent standards produces
for performance,
product quality, durability, safety,
increase of such resistive torque
sway abateand ease
use. the trailer
ment only to the extent required
to of
prevent
While the use of both independent sway controls and
from rotating.
weight
distributing
hitches
Eaz-Lift Trekker’s Adaptive
Sway
Technology
also have been in place for many
years
withsway-control
the relatively
recent use of these devices in a
boasts automatic disengagement
of the
funccombined
recent merger of the these two
tion for tight maneuvering, hook
ups or platform,
low-speed the
turns.
devices
seems
to have focused
The sway control function
can also
be manually
dis- more on the consolidated
package adverse
rather than
increased handling characteristics, acengaged when the driver encounters
conditions,
cording to Angel. The consolidation of these two devices
such as icy and slippery roads.
in a single
platform,
The disengagement provides
a smooth
andwhile
quietimproving handling characteristics,
is
the
driving
force
system that doesn’t interfere with driving when swayfor the Eaz-Lift Trekker’s relevance
in the current
market.
control isn’t necessary and thus,
decreases
wear and
tear,
“Previously, the market steered toward a combined
Doyle and Angel say.
platform
focus, Doyle
but seemed
“It’s an overall, safer towing
experience,”
says, to neglect any further handlingSway
attributes
aside from
noting that the hitch’s Adaptive
Technology
and a seemingly ‘static’ sway re“Focusing on the ultimate goal of
other features help towing sistance,”
vehicles’ Angel
wheelssays.
maintain
safeand
and adapt
comfortable
handling has led to the expansion of
steady contact with the road
to changing
consolidated
towing conditions. In short,the
everything
aboutplatform
Eaz-Liftto produce the Trekker, which
adapts
the required
level of sway abatement without
Trekker’s design gives travelers
moretosecurity
and more
compromising ideal tow vehicle to trailer rigidity.”
confidence on the road.
When
using
Eaz-Lift
The Eaz-Lift Trekker is available in three versions: Trekker, users should note the
overallshank)
driving characteristics of the setup. They should
• 48701 – 600 pounds (with high-low
notice
that a seemingly arbitrary rigid resistance is not
• 48703 – 1,000 pounds (withalso
high-low
shank)
prevalent,
but
they
shouldn’t
mistake that conventional
• 48704 – 1,200 pounds (with high-low shank)
“static feel” for lack of sway control. Instead, they need
to know
the resistance
is not apparent unless called upon
Hooking up Eaz-Lift Trekker
is simple
for everyone
andup,
only
to the
degree at which sway control is needed.
and can even be done standing
Doyle
says.
Eaz-Lift is an industry leader in weight-distribution kits
and hitches. Doyle says dealers and their customers have
been quick to embrace Eaz-Lift Trekker’s built-in, automatic sway defense. The product’s simple setup also entices
customers, many of whom are previous Eaz-Lift devotees
“We are finding that many dealers – even those that
are selling the lower-end travel trailers – are having tremendous success selling the Eaz-Lift Trekker,” Doyle
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Camco Part #:
48701 ............Trekker Adaptive Sway Hitch, 600 lb
48703 ............Trekker Adaptive Sway Hitch, 1,000 lb
48704 ............Trekker Adaptive Sway Hitch, 1,200 lb

CALL TODAY!

(800) 334-2004
www.camco.net
says. “Everyone who pulls a travel trailer needs a great
weight-distribution unit. So, if they want convenience,
this will definitely give it to them.”
“Just experience it,” Doyle adds. “We are totally confident in its ability to enhance the ride and the safety of the
towing experience for everyone. This makes it so much
easier to travel down the road.”
Between a weight-distribution kit with everything included and the Trekker WD hitch kit everything included,
there’s a difference of about $300-$400 retail, he says. However, prices do vary and are influenced by the distributors.

Price: $5,000

eaz-lift Part of the CamCo family of ProduCts
The Eaz-Lift Trekker and other Eaz-Lift products are
fully supported by Camco, a recognized leader in the RV
industry. The company employs a dedicated work force
of more than 350 employees and boasts more than 3,000
products. Camco has manufacturing facilities in the United States and one in Beilun, China, that provide an array
of products for the RV, residential plumbing and hardware and marine industries.
Eaz-Lift Trekker is available through most RV distributors, including Stag-Parkway, NTP and Arrow Distributing. For more information, visit www.camco.net, which
includes an informative video about Eaz-Lift Trekker, or
call 1-800-334-2004.
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The Gold Standard
of RV Heating

Tiffin Motorhomes now
offers Gold Heat in its
Phaeton, Allegro Bus,
and Zephyr floor plans.

The American Society of Heating Refrigerating
Introducing the Revolutionary
and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE),
Gold Heat Mats
which sets indoor comfort standards, conCountry Coach was the first RV manufacfirmed radiant heat as the most comfortable
turer to implement the thin Gold Heat
and efficient form of interior heat.
mats, which lay flat and undetected by RV
owners while heating the tile under their
Easy, Efficient Installation
feet. Other customers followed. Gold Heat is
Gold Heat mats are fabricated in 5- to
now a standard option with most high-line
100-square-foot sizes customized to fit any
motorhome manufacturers, such as Newell
floor plan design.
Coach, Monaco RV, Foretravel Motorcoach,
“When it comes out of the box, it’s
Newmar, American Coach, Renegade RV,
already made to conform to all of the nooks
and Equine Coach. Those manufacturers
Available in three widths, Black Gold
and crannies and complicated geometries
tout the Gold Heat system for its ease of
heating elements are cut to length
inside a coach, which makes it the fastest
installation, and advanced diagnostic and
during installation.
and the easiest electric radiant to install, bartroubleshooting tools. However, Millard
none,” he says.
says he is most proud of Aries Engineering’s
Usually, two or three mats are used to Black Gold presents additional cost
record in responding to customer inquiriesBlack Gold
2014 Tiffin Allegro Bus
with
a of
sturdy
foothold
in the sep-savings to the end-consumer because it’s
cover the
floor
a Class
A motorhome,
and its punctual 10-business day order fulfill- Already
more energy-efficient than forced air furluxury
RV market
with
Gold into
Heat,
Aries
arating
the coach’s
interior
individuallyment and delivery to manufacturers.
nace systems.
hopes
to bring the thermal
controllable
zones.
“The RV industry is very demanding.Engineering
“When we got into the business, nobody
growing trend in high-end motorradiant
heat
to the lower
andcalled “Electric radiant heat is more energy effinew
product
introduced
by Aries,
There have been times we’ve done a layout,wondersA of
was doing a full-tile coach. A so-called fullhome manufacturing has been the
luxurymakes
RV markets
its costBlack Gold,
radiantwith
flooring
possiblecient than forced air heat, offering a typical
built it and shipped the same day,” he says.mid-range
tile coach had carpet in the living room and
inclusion of radiant flooring. Conproduct.
evenBlack
underGold
wood
flooring, vinyl, carpet andenergy savings of 28 percent, and greater sav“I have, on more than one occasion, driveneffective
Tiffin
BusMillard says. “Since
the Allegro
bedroom,”
the
sumers indicate that this is a defining feature2014 in
ings with room zoning,” says Vanessa Amerio,
Heat flooring.
is a premier product for
engineered
mats to the UPS Center at the airport because “Gold
introduction of Gold Heat, almost everyof what they consider luxurious. Manufacwith stone
and tile
floors,”
Millardwe’reexecutive manager of Aries Engineering.
the Black
Gold
product,
the company’s fabrication department had coaches“With
body at our price-point – the luxury 40- to
turers building luxury coaches and high-end
“One tier
in luxury
pricing
wedown
can start
seeingRV
people
down OEM installation concerns are mitigated
missed all of the regular pickups. You havesays.hoping
45-foot Class A’s that offer tile floors – have
fifth wheels are taking notice.
the$200,000
trim levels
are point
still very
com- thisby Aries Engineering’s famed customer serin the
price
to enjoy
extra hour after last pickup to actually– where
introduced full-tile floor plans with a an
radiant
“Radiant Heat changes an owner’s relaparable
in manylevel
casesof–comfort,”
the best option
forsays.vice ritual. The entire production process –
upgraded
Millard
drive it to the airport yourself.
heat option.”
tionship with their coach,” says Ken Millard,
heated
floorsheat
is now
Black
Gold.”
“Now,
radiant
is no
longer
limited tofrom fabrication, to install and diagnostics
“We work hard to make sure that whetherradiant
Millard, with a background in mechanical
founder and president of Aries Engineering.
three
yearsAnd
ago,our
Black
Gold cus-– is overseen by a team of Aries Engineering
ceramic tile
floors.
existing
onwith
the build end, or the service end, we’re Introduced
engineering, developed Gold Heat mats
He continues, “Adding radiant heat to a room
system
beGoldexperts who work with and assist coach
tomersfiber
withheating
tiled floors
canthat
add can
Black
never stalling the production of a coach onis a carbon
the RV industry in mind after a company
makes it fundamentally more inviting. Once
installed
beneath
vinyl,
in carpeted
areas,
likelaminate,
under thewood,
dinette indesigners, purchasers and installers.
offering a similar product folded. the line. We want things to move through
you turn it on, then you start to realize how
carpet
and engineered
flooring.
Unlike
a conventional
slide-out.
We can
cover an Once the Black Gold is installed, the
efficiently
“I saw an opportunity and developed
my for our customers,” Millard says.
much effort you have been putting into proHeat, which
mesh heatOEM and end-consumer can be at ease that
coach uses
withana open
very weave
consistent
“One of the tenets of the industry: You don’t Goldentire
own product, got a UL (Underwriters Laboratecting yourself from what is essentially a hoswires that’sofideal
for mortaroutput, regardless
the flooring
or floorthe product won’t ever have to be tinkered
a million dollar coach waiting on a of resistance
tories) listing and brought it into the want
market
tile environment.”
with again. “Unless a tile is pulled up or
bonded
tile flooring, Black Gold uses a
covering.”
part.”
with Aries Engineering,” he says. The$100
comMillard developed a radiant flooring
paper-thin
laminatedhow
heating
that is tosomehow the thermostat is interfered with,
To illustrate
easyelement
Gold Heat
pany
is based
in Hillsboro,
product called Gold Heat in 2002. MillardThin
has Gold
Heat
heating
wires areOregon, but they
can be
gluedMillard
down recalls
or stapled
intoheplace
install,
a visit
made toit’s really headache-free,” says Amerio. “ElecGold
Heat: Designed to
andpermanently
their reps, Elwell
visit
since watched Gold Heat gain in popularity,
cemented
intoCorp.,
placefrequently
without
adhesive.
Monaco
Coach several years ago, where hetric radiant heating systems have no moving
Centralceramic
Indiana tiles.
area to see to theDeliver
needs Maximum Comfort
survive a recession, and even influence how
directly the
beneath
go to a vinyl
floor asparts. Once Black Gold is under the floor, it’s
saw anmanufacturers
installation first-hand.
He watched
Gold Heat mats radiate 15 watts of power “When
of their customers.
luxury coaches in the upper price bracket are
100 percent maintenance-free.”
or
an
engineered
floor
for
cost
and
weight
a
two-hour
floor
install
was
underway,
before
per
square
foot,
which
is
the
legal
maximum
designed and built.
savings,
then production
Gold Heatworkers
becomes
less the
Monaco’s
installed
for radiant systems of this type.
Reliable Diagnostics
you’d have to pour a
cabinetsbecause
in the coach.
“I met an RV owner with Gold Heat thatappropriate
orrolled
use mortar
tostation
create –a theyand Trouble Shooting
“The floor
chassis
into the
had been motor-coaching for 35 years andself-leveling
slab,”pre-cut
he says.the
“It’stile
a very
had already
andnatural
were ready Service centers are happy to be a part
had bought four different coaches,” Mil-cement-like
for manufacturers
who have
to start mixing
the thin-set mortar
to lay theof the Gold Heat installation process, too.
lard says. “He said radiant flooring was theprogression
Gold Heat
tile toaimplement
– andunder
they pulled
100-square-footThat’s because, when there is a problem, it
biggest improvement to the comfort of hisusedflooring
BlackGold
GoldHeat
under
other
flooring
types.
Black“Theydoesn’t last long.
mat
out of
the box,”
he says.
coach he ever made.”
is very
compatible
mostGold
construcputting
in a bigwith
custom
Heat mat “Sometimes somebody does something
Millard says consumers who experience aGoldwere
they’re not supposed to do – either spikes
adhesives
or vinyl
flooring
adhesives.”
the Living
Room
and Galley
area”
floor wired with Gold Heat understand thetion for
can also
twoinstalled
productsin
in12
themin-the wire with a trowel, or slices a couple of
“They
hadmix
thatthe
mat
unrivaled physical and psychological com- OEMs
sameutes.
coach,
installing
under
They
pulled Gold
it outHeat
of the
box, tile
and 12wires with a razor when they’re cleaning out
forts of radiant heat.
and Black
under
or vinyl
laterGold
the mat
wascarpet
installed
and theythe grout lines,” Millard says. “I help them
“Peoples’ posture relaxes, and their arms,floorsminutes
with some diagnostic tools and a little backbedrooms,
andand
under
dinettes.
were throwing
mortar
setting
tile.”
that they’ve been holding close to their bodies,in slide-outs,
and-forth to pinpoint the break.” Working
sort of float out,” he says. A 1960’s study by What makes Black Gold the new essential
with readings from a diagnostic tool called
option in lower-priced luxury RVs is its costthe TDR – which Aries can loan to customers
effectiveness, according to Aries Engineering.
who do not own one – Aries creates an ‘X’
“There’s a little more installation effort,”
marks the spot diagram showing the location
Millard says. “But at the same time, the cost
of the damage.
per coach is down to about half or two“My customers tell me that locating and
thirds of the price for Gold Heat. There’s a
repairing a break usually requires about two
pretty significant improvement in the matetiles to be removed,” Millard says.
rials cost.”

A

Chalet RV demonstrates
Black Gold installation on a
custom truck camper

This system has served Gold Heat customers well, but Millard isn’t satisfied. He
described a second-generation diagnostic
tool currently under development which
pinpoints the wire damage with the help
of an infrared camera.
“It usually is just a tiny little flicker of
heat – just a half a degree different – but
it shows up like a bull’s-eye, and we mark
the spot with tape,” he says.

pricing for Gold Heat. Manufacturers can
consult a price list, which breaks down the
square-footage and base rates. Manufacturers can also send the company a floor
plan design and Aries Engineering will
quickly respond with a quote.
“We try not to surprise anyone. The purchasers know the ballpark of where we’re
going to be with pricing,” Millard says.

elwell Corporation
400 e. evergreen Blvd.
suite 6
vancouver, Wa 98660
1-360-608-0916
info@elwellcorp.com
Contact:
Ken & JOe eLWeLL
http://elwellcorp.com

Quality Assured from
Beginning to End
Millard understands when some RV manufacturers are initially cautious before implementing Gold Heat.
“People who haven’t had the opportunity to work with the product think it’s
harder to work with than it is,” he says.
“They’re expecting more service troubles
and more install troubles. I can understand
that manufacturers hesitate to introduce a
new product because they don’t want to
muck up their production flow.”
That’s why the Aries Engineering team
makes it easy for manufacturers that are new
to the product.
“Typically, when a new OEM comes on,
we will go onsite and train their crews,”
Millard says. “Once a customer has been
trained, our manufacturer’s reps will audit
installation to make sure that they’re following all of the steps and have all the tools
they need to make sure it’s a clean install.”
When a purchase order is made for
Gold Heat, Aries Engineering works with
designers who send floor plan measurements to the shop. A check print is then
developed. Once approved by both companies, the fabrication process begins.
Typically, Aries Engineering requests a
two-week lead time, or 10 business days,
to fulfill an order.
“Sometimes a buyer will call in because
the wrong part was ordered, and they need
the mat by tomorrow. We can do that, and
on occasion we do,” he says.
“It’s all a matter of understanding the
industry and really embracing the challenges and strengths of the industry,” he
says. “The RV industry can hit you with
short lead times, with design changes
and challenges, but it’s also a really good
bunch of people to work with. We’re all
happy to be a part of the process.”
Aries Engineering provides simple
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